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Introduction
• Vampire Countess longs to escape her unnatural 

vampire identity to become truly human
• Soldier’s virginal innocence enables him to see past 

her bordello-of-blood persona. 
• Duplicitous femininity and masculinity
• No escape from battle of the sexes perspective
• C. S. Lewis’s Need-love and Gift-love provide a 

theoretical framework with which to move beyond 
postmodern notions of overdetermined gender duality 
and to find freedom in a complementarian view of 
sexual communion between man and woman. 



Diverse Responses to Carter’s Feminist Project

• Despite Carter’s overt feminist agenda, feminist critics 
and readers in general are often perplexed by her 
work.
• Transforming what feminist critics consider to be 

irredeemable cultural texts of patriarchal oppression 
• Many feminist scholars have a love-hate relationship 

with Carter’s work. 
• Carter expresses an ambiguous feminist message.
• Carter’s ultimate concern is of building, correcting, 

and reshaping relationships between men and 
women. 



A Postmodern Narrative of Textually 
Determined Subjectivity 

• A postmodern vampire tale of clever narrative appropriations 
and intertextual allusions. 
• Carter’s postmodern intertextual riffing underscores her 

political message: Men in a patriarchal society culturally 
define gender roles and thus control women’s identities and 
social function, and, tragically, the only escape from this 
societal overdetermination is death. 
• Complex intertextual inversions and postmodern turns.
• The normal vampiric plot is broken, and the Countess is 

unnervingly unscripted. 
• Some critics do see the Countess as a transformative feminist 

figure. 
• Countess succumbs to the paternal love of the soldier and 

then dies, leaving the patriarchal heteronormative structures 
very much intact. 



An Ambiguous Ending and the Power of 
Masculine Virginity

• Another gender role inversion: Carter describes 
the unexpected power, beauty, and nobility of the 
culturally undervalued quality of male virginity. 
• Male virginity and sexual purity provide the 

necessary perspective to escape the emotionally 
bankrupt and spiritually damning consequences of 
unchecked sexual autonomy. 
• Most critics disagree with this interpretation of the 

soldier’s virginity. 
• Due to his virginity, the soldier can see through the 

Countess’s hyper-sexualized veil and thus see her 
true need of love and her desire to be human. 



C. S. Lewis’s Divine Dynamic of Gift-love and 
Need-love as Complementarian Resolution

• C. S. Lewis’s explanation of human and divine love provides 
an interpretive framework that resolves the ambiguities of 
Carter’s seemingly problematic ending. 
• As a non-human vampire existing at the level of mere beast, 

the Countess has only experienced sexual desire in the 
absence of Eros, resulting in gruesome experiences that are 
exclusively about satisfying her own bodily need for human 
flesh and blood. 
• The Countess is both physically unlovely and emotionally 

unlovable. 
• Carter gives readers a man who extends Divine Gift-love upon 

an unlovable creature and thereby humanizes her, quite 
literally transforming her from vampire whore to human 
woman. 



Conclusion
• Carter’s narrative of textual imprisonment and narrative 

overdetermination re-inscribes the female character within a 
narrative of victimization with no hope of liberation, beyond death, 
which in materialistic terms is no liberation at all. 
• This ideological commitment creates yet another limiting narrative 

that further traps the Countess. 
• What would be the result if the narrative presented a visionary 

alternative to war between the sexes? 
• What if there were redemptive resolution through a 

complementarian re-vision of sexual relations and gender roles? 
• Lewis in The Four Loves provides the theoretical framework to think 

through Carter’s own ideological limitations and to free ourselves 
from the circumscribing ideological narrative explicit in her text. 


